
 
 
 
 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

Positive response at this year's training day at Braunform GmbH in Bahlingen - 

The new application period for young talents starts now 

 

For the tenth time Braunform organized a “day from trainees for trainees” on Saturday, 22nd 

July 2017. Over 50 interested pupils came to Bahlingen, mostly together with their parents. 

The training day at Braunform GmbH offers the opportunity to get to know the training 

course, the company and the training center. 

 

This day exclusively planned by Braunform trainees starts with the official welcome by 

personnel manager Oliver Bornhäuser at 10 o`clock. Following the trainees presented the 

company first and afterwards their apprenticeship. They gave an insight to their daily routine 

as a future tool mechanic (f/m), process mechanic (f/m) mechatronic engineer (f/m) industrial 

salesperson (f/m), as well as a technical product designer (f/m). For high school graduates a 

dual study in mechanical engineering, specializing in plastics engineering was presented. 

The subsequently performed company tour was complemented by a question and answer 

session with trainees and trainers. The conclusion of both the participants and the organizers 

was very positive. 

 

Braunform sees it as its task - not only in view of the increasing demand for skilled workers 

due to demographic change – to give young people a modern education directly in 

production – and management process, as well as the support provided by a highly qualified 

instructor’s team. In own projects by the apprenticeships, for example, the Science Days, the 

trainees of Braunform GmbH are able to contribute creatively and quickly assume 

responsibility. 

 

The commitment to education is evident, among other things; by the award as a regional 

company at "Jobmotor 2015" in the category "Finding and retaining employees”. Decisive for 

this award are the smart ideas for staff retention, especially in the field of education. 

Braunform also received an outstanding testimony of the performance by winning the award 
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"Top Job" as one of the best employers in Germany. The company receives this award after 

2014 once more in 2017. 
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